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Health Systems Academy

Driving health systems transformation
- For leadership teams
- Customized collaborative design
- Incorporating Sloan research strengths
- 2-3 day program + action learning projects

Program goals & impact
- Shape and accelerate transformation of health systems
- Disseminate faculty research into action
- National footprint
Student Healthcare Club & Conference

Pathways to Innovation in Healthcare
Sloan Healthcare and Bioinnovations Conference

$30K+
SHBC Healthcare Innovation Prize

Innovation Workshop:

400+
Academic & Industry

March 8-9, 2018
sloan-hbc.mit.edu
Discover – Partner – Impact – Future

#MITSloanHSI
Healthcare Certificate and H-Lab

Open to all degree students at MIT
3 required courses and an elective

- Economics of Healthcare Industries
  - Joseph Doyle, Economics & Hannah Kettler, Gates Foundation
- Medicine for Managers & Entrepreneurs
  - Richard Cohen, HST
- H-Lab: Introduction to Healthcare Delivery in the U.S.
  - Retsef Levi, Operations & Anne Quaadgras, HSI

Health-related electives examples:
  - Healthcare Ventures, Healthcare Finance, Operations Lab with a project in healthcare

The H-Lab movie: https://youtu.be/vNzKKDM5jKQ